The Brickman Team
ABOUT
The Brickman is a team of skilled LEGO® brick artists and
craftspeople led by Ryan McNaught.
Ryan and his team have built some of the worlds most
detailed and largest LEGO® brick models.
Having produced 5 globally touring exhibitions and
hundreds of models for museums, galleries and shopping
locations around the world, there really isn’t anything that
they cannot make out of LEGO® bricks.
Over the years Ryan and his team have won many
awards for their works and they maintain a unique style
which makes their creations some of the best and most
recognisable in the world.
Based in Melbourne Australia, The Brickman team is
looking forward to hearing from you with your ideas an
inspirations for how you think that LEGO® bricks can be
involved in what you do.

COMMISSIONS
We offer a variety of services, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

LEGO® models and sculptures
Architectural models
Private commissions
Events and exhibitions
Appearances and media

The LEGO® Group are very particular about what
products and brands they will associate with. This means
that if your project involves a brand or product then the
model will need to undergo an approval process with
LEGO® to ensure the project meets their brand guidelines.
Contact The Brickman team today to find out more
information and get started.

EXHIBITIONS
Brickman Cities for the first-time ever,
features a brand-new collaboration with
LEGO® CITY! Our latest LEGO® brick
experience focuses on some of the world’s
greatest Cities, explores their history with
LEGO® bricks and then invites you to build
them into the future with millions of LEGO®
bricks! With this show we’ve really pushed the
envelope and combined classic fun Brickman
models with cutting edge technology.

Brickman Awesome showcases the tallest
LEGO® model in the Southern Hemisphere –
a NASA SLS rocket standing at a whopping
7.5m tall and built from more than 450,000
bricks! The exhibition is made up of 35 of our
biggest builds, featuring one of our biggest
ever builds like a 2.5m Orca, the Delorean
from the Back to the Future movies and the first
life-sized LEGO® Harley Davidson!

With more than 50 awe-inspring and neverseen-before models, Brickman Wonders
Of The World takes visitors on a hands-on
journey through history. Some of the models
that will be showcased include a giant LEGO®
Arc de Triomphe, LEGO® Empire State
Building with Kong Kong, LEGO® Big Ben and
a LEGO® Leaning Tower of Pisa!

The Brickman Experience collects together
60 original LEGO® brick models along with
their own unique behind-the-scenes story,
including original drawings and sketches. It
has sell-out tours all across Australia and New
Zealand, South America and the UK! Stay
tuned to find out where we’re heading next!

Towers of Tomorrow with LEGO® Bricks
features some of the most iconic and eyepopping towers from across Asia & Australia
including the amazing and self-contained city
that is China’s Shanghai Tower.
Built for Sydney Living Museums and currently
on tour around the USA thanks to Flying Fish
Exhibits!

CONTACT
Website: thebrickman.com
Email: admin@thebrickman.com

